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Motivated by recent research making use of insights on the relationship between the optimal substructure of dynamic programming procedures and the rank of problem-specific
matrices, we investigate the application of this approach in the context of Hamiltonicity.
In particular, after briefly introducing the setting, we determine the rank of the Directed
Matching Connectivity matrix Dt that has rows/columns indexed by all perfect matchings on the complete digraph on t vertices, while an entry Dt [M1 , M2 ] is 1, if M1 ∪ M2 is
a directed Hamiltonian cycle and 0 otherwise. We then provide a Monte Carlo algorithm
that uses the row basis Xt for Dt to solve the Directed Hamiltonian Cycle problem
3

on a given path decomposition of width pw in time (2 + 2 2 )pw (n · pw)O(1) via dynamic
programming.
Subsequently, we study a generalized setting that considers partitions of elements into
blocks of size k instead of perfect matchings only. After expanding the definitions of
required concepts, we show how to construct sets of partitions Xt,k that generalize Xt
for higher values of k and use them to obtain a non-trivial lower bound on the rank of the
Partition Connectivity matrix Ct,k , that itself extends previously considered matrices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
One of the most well-known problems in theoretical computer science and the mathematical field of graph theory is the Hamiltonian Cycle problem, that asks whether
some given graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle, i.e. a cycle that visits each vertex exactly
once. Both the cycles and the problem derive their name from W. R. Hamilton, the 19thcentury Irish mathematician, who originally described the problem on dodecahedrons
as a puzzle.
The Hamiltonian Cycle problem can be seen as a special case of the (likewise wellknown) Traveling Salesman problem (TSP),1 both being famously NP-complete.
In fact, the Hamiltonian Cycle problem was included in the list of Karp’s 21 NPcomplete problems twice [25], formulated in regards to both directed and undirected
graphs. In general, the number of possible vertex sequences that might provide solutions
to the problem for some n-vertex input graph, could be as high as n!, making brute-force
search algorithms inefficient. In addition, NP-completeness persists even if restrictive
assumptions are made on the input graph, e.g. for undirected planar graphs of maximum
degree three [17], or directed planar graphs with in/outdegree at most two [33].
The intractability of the Hamiltonian Cycle problem leads naturally to the application of alternative solution concepts, some of which are briefly discussed next. In
the following chapters of this thesis, inspired by recent theoretical results introducing
improved algorithms for the undirected formulation of the problem, we first present
extensions of these results and an analogous algorithm for the directed version, and subsequently consider generalizations to the setting, in terms of connectivity capabilities
between families of set partitions (akin to a hypergraph setting).
1

Setting distances to 1 for every present edge and 2 between cities that are not adjacent, and verifying
that the total distance is equal to the number of vertices gives the correspondence.

1
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Previous work

Due to the importance of the Hamiltonian Cycle and Traveling Salesman problems (as well as their many variants), several algorithms and techniques have been
devised to produce solutions for them, including the Lin-Kernighan heuristic [29], the
Christofides approximation algorithm [11] and the polynomial time approximation scheme
for Euclidean Traveling Salesman by Arora [1].
Important contributions making use of dynamic programming by Bellman [3], and also
by Held and Karp [20], show that Traveling Salesman can be solved in O(n2 2n ) time
for any n-vertex input graph. This method considers subsets of the vertices and finds
partial solutions (paths through these subsets) that visit each vertex in the subset once
and avoid other vertices, using previously computed information to build concrete, global
solutions. Their approach has been highly influential in later exact exponential time
algorithms for intractable problems (see [16, Chapter 3]). Furthermore, this approach
has even produced some improved algorithms in terms of space requirements, at the cost
of (modestly) increased running times [2, 26].
One important question regarding the computational complexity of Hamiltonian Cycle and Traveling Salesman involves the identification of the smallest constant in
the exponential part of the running time, or, in other words, whether either of these
problems can be solved in (2 − )n nO(1) time, for some  > 0 [36]. The question was
positively resolved for cubic graphs [15, 23], graphs of bounded degree (in broader terms)
[6, 18], and claw-free graphs [10].
In [4], Björklund partially answered the question for the general case with a 1.657n nO(1)
time Monte Carlo algorithm, that also improves to a running time of 1.414n nO(1) for
bipartite graphs. The focus of his approach is on counting the number of Hamiltonian cycles and makes use of the inclusion-exclusion principle to reduce this problem
to counting cycle covers through the computation of certain matrix determinants, subsequently answering the Hamiltonian Cycle problem. However, derandomizing this
result, or generalizing it to consider edge weights (as in Traveling Salesman) without
producing pseudo-polynomial dependencies on the weights seems like a demanding task.
Additionally, Cygan, Kratsch and Nederlof [14], using an alternative approach to decomposing Hamiltonian cycles and insights on the structure of certain matrices, presented a
number of useful results, including 1.888n nO(1) time, deterministic algorithms to compute the parity of the number of Hamiltonian cycles in undirected and directed bipartite
graphs. This is an important problem in itself, and their algorithm was extended to
construct Monte Carlo algorithms of the same running time for the decision version of
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Hamiltonian Cycle for both undirected and directed bipartite graphs. As a corollary, a 1.1583n nO(1) time Monte Carlo algorithm for the special case of cubic graphs is
obtained as well, being (to our knowledge) the fastest algorithm for these graphs.
The algorithm of Björklund and Husfeldt for the computation of the parity of the number of Hamiltonian cycles in [5] has a running time of 1.619n nO(1) and requires only
polynomial space, without the bipartiteness restriction for the case of directed graphs.
Contrary to that, the algorithm from [14] was instead fitting for the use of weights,
allowing the application of the Isolation Lemma that led to the randomized algorithms
for Hamiltonian Cycle. This approach is also utilized here and further explained
in the following, while other results that stem from it (mostly relating to tree/path
decompositions) are also discussed.

1.2

Our perspective

The classical dynamic programming algorithm of [3, 20] examines Hamiltonian cycles
by concentrating on paths between certain vertices, keeping track of the set of vertices
used in between, the essential information to characterize these paths. This leads to
storing the endpoints and sets of visited vertices for all sub-paths, or O(n2n ) table
entries. Alternatively, in [14], assuming an arbitrary ordering e1 , . . . , em of the set of
edges, a Hamiltonian cycle H is decomposed in two parts H1 = {e1 , . . . , ei } ∩ H, and
H2 = {ei+1,...,en } ∩ H, for every i. The required information to store for a set of partial
solutions H1 is then contained in the degrees of each vertex with respect to H1 (being
zero, one, or two) and the pairing in H1 of vertices of degree one (being the endpoints of
sub-paths). This characterization of partial solutions is implied by the use of dynamic
programming on tree/path decompositions, the central method in [14].
Tree and path decompositions have become significant subjects of exploration in graphtheoretical research and the concepts of treewidth/pathwidth are two of the chief parameters in the analysis of related problems. The terms were introduced by Robertson
and Seymour as part of their fundamental work on graph minors [35]. Informally, the
treewidth/pathwidth of a graph is a measure of how tree/path-like the structure of the
graph is. Interest in tree/path decompositions is justified by their enabling of efficient
solution ideas for intractable problems (usually NP-hard), as applied to trees and paths,
to be extended for the general case of input graphs. Given a tree/path decomposition of
small width for some input graph, dynamic programming is applied on the decomposition
to efficiently produce solutions to intractable problems, exploiting the decomposition’s
structure being in the form of a tree/path (see [7, 8]).
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A significant theorem by Courcelle (from 1990) informally states that every graph property that can be defined in terms of monadic second-order logic, can be decided in linear
time on graphs of bounded treewidth [12], in essence suggesting algorithms with running
times in the f (tw)n form, for any given n-vertex graph, assuming a tree decomposition
of width tw for this graph is given as well.2 For many such problems, effort to improve
the actual functions f (tw) led to several efficient algorithms with running times of the
form 2O(tw) nO(1) , especially for local problems: those whose solutions can be verified
as such by some distributed algorithm separately operating on all neighborhoods of the
input graph [19]. As an example, the well-known Vertex Cover and Independent
Set problems can be solved in 2O(tw) nO(1) time [27, 32], via dynamic programming on
a given tree decomposition.
Furthermore, assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH), i.e. that CNF-SAT
has no sub-exponential algorithm [21, 22], it can also be shown via Karp-reductions
that there can be no sub-exponential algorithm for the above problems. Under the even
stronger assumption of the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH), the current
algorithms would even be optimal with respect to polynomial jumps [30], meaning there
can be no algorithms with running time f (tw)1− nO(1) for  > 0, where f (tw) = 2tw for
Independent Set and Max-Cut, while f (tw) = 3tw for Dominating Set.
On the other hand, Hamiltonian Cycle and Traveling Salesman do not belong in
this category of local problems [19] and their exact complexity would thus require further
investigation. Among results for other connectivity problems, Cygan et al. showed that
Hamiltonian Cycle can be solved in 4O(tw) nO(1) time by a Monte Carlo algorithm [13],
yet derandomizing these results and extending them to consider counting and weighted
versions of the problem (without pseudo-polynomial dependencies on the weights) were
still considered crucial issues.
This was essentially accomplished in [9], where certain matrix properties were studied
in relation to the substructure of dynamic programming algorithms for connectivity
problems. Entries for these matrices, whose rows and columns are indexed by partial
solutions, are 1 if the corresponding partial solutions can be combined into a general
solution for the problem and 0 otherwise. Keeping track of more partial solutions than
the rank of each respective matrix would apparently imply redundancy, leading to deterministic 2O(tw) nO(1) time algorithms for several problems. Unfortunately, their approach
did not provide a deterministic counterpart to the 4tw nO(1) time Monte Carlo algorithm
for Hamiltonian Cycle.
2

Due to the structural similarity between tree and path decompositions, these running times can also
be expressed in terms of the pathwidth pw, keeping the function on the number of vertices n linear.
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These results directly influenced the work in [14], where a matrix of partial solutions
for Hamiltonicity was studied, while gained insights on its structure were used to obtain
many important results, some of which were previously discussed. The Matching Connectivity Matrix has rows and columns indexed by all perfect matchings on a specific
number of vertices and after establishing its rank, a set of basis matchings was used in
conjunction with their alternative way of decomposing a Hamiltonian cycle (as previously
√
mentioned) to obtain a (2 + 2)pw nO(1) time Monte Carlo algorithm for Hamiltonian
Cycle. Moreover, this set of basis matchings was used as part of a reduction gadget
to show that a substantial improvement to this running time would defy the Strong
Exponential Time Hypothesis.
This alternative viewpoint concerning the anatomy of Hamiltonian cycles, as well as
the rank-based approach to reducing the number of potentially useful partial solutions,
towards application of dynamic programming on path decompositions is also adopted
here. In particular, we look at two matrices related to the Matching Connectivity Matrix,
3

and consequently by extension present a (2 + 2 2 )pw (n · pw)O(1) Monte Carlo algorithm
for Directed Hamiltonian Cycle. We also look at matrices that generalize this
method, with rows and columns indexed by partitions into larger blocks (instead of perfect matchings), with an outlook towards a broader understanding of the characteristics
of connectivity properties.
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides formal definitions of terms and
discusses techniques that will prove useful in later chapters. In Chapter 3, we investigate directed Hamiltonicity and present our dynamic programming algorithm on path
decompositions, while Chapter 4 deals with generalizations of previously used concepts.
Finally, Chapter 5 provides some conclusive remarks and discusses directions for future
research.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter we give the background necessary for the results of the following chapters
to be fully comprehensible, including definitions and statements of prior results.

2.1

Definitions

This section discusses notation and introduces the formal definitions of notions and
terms used throughout this thesis. In general, standard graph notation is used: for a
graph G = (V, E), vertex and edge sets are denoted by V (G) (|V (G)| = n) and E(G),
respectively.1 For subsets X, Y ⊆ V , let E(X, Y ) denote the set of all edges with one
endpoint in X and the other in Y . A Hamiltonian cycle is the edge set of a simple cycle
that visits each vertex exactly once. A cycle cover is a set of edges F ⊆ E such that
every vertex of G is incident with exactly two edges of F , i.e. the edges form cycles,
while in a partial cycle cover, every vertex is incident with at most two of the edges, i.e.
the edges form paths and cycles.
A perfect matching of a graph G is a set of edges W ⊆ E such that each vertex is
incident with exactly one edge of W , while the union of any two perfect matchings in
a graph forms a cycle cover of the graph (some cycles may only consist of two edges).
In general, given some base set U (representing in our context a graph’s vertices V ),
let Π2 (U ) denote the set of all perfect matchings of U . If U has no graph structure
then Π2 (U ) includes all partitions into sets, or blocks of size two.2 For two perfect
matchings M1 , M2 ∈ Π2 (U ), the meet-operation u (borrowed from the partially ordered
by refinement partition lattice) is used as in M1 u M2 = {U } to express the fact that
1

Definitions are given in terms of undirected graphs, but hold for the directed case as well (replacing
edges with arcs), with any alterations explicitly noted, where required.
2
More on generalizations like this can be found in Chapter 4.

6
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the union of M1 and M2 is a Hamiltonian cycle (the meet-operation between M1 , M2
results in getting the trivial partition {U } into a single set).
Note that in directed settings, perfect matchings are similarly defined as partitions in
blocks of size two, while the order of the two elements in each block determines the
direction of each arc. In this case, for the union of two perfect matchings to produce a
Hamiltonian cycle, additional requirements need to be met: each vertex has to appear
first in the inner ordering of the block that the first matching assigns it to (the vertex is
the origin of the arc), and second in the ordering of the block given by the other matching
(the vertex is the endpoint of the other arc). In other words, in the graph resulting from
the union of two perfect matchings every vertex is required to have exactly one incoming
and one outgoing arc (one from each perfect matching).
Next follow the definitions of the central notions of pathwidth and path decompositions.
Similar concepts were independently discovered in the 1970s and 1980s, but the dominant
terms were both introduced by Robertson and Seymour in the early stages of their
fundamental work on graph minors [34, 35].
Definition 2.1. A path decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a path P in which every
S
node x has an associated set of vertices Bx ⊆ V (called a bag) such that Bx = V and
the following properties hold:
1. For each edge {u, v} ∈ E(G) there is a node x in P such that u, v ∈ Bx .
2. If v ∈ Bx ∩ By then v ∈ Bz for all nodes z on the (unique) path from x to y in P.
The pathwidth of P is the size of the largest bag minus one, and the pathwidth pw(G) of
a graph G is the minimum pathwidth over all possible path decompositions of G.
Two related notions are those of tree decompositions and treewidth, where the nodes can
form a tree instead of a single path. As these notions are not directly used here, their
formal definitions are omitted.
Dynamic programming algorithms on path decompositions are commonly presented using the concept of nice path decompositions, introduced by Kloks [28]. The reason is
their simplified structure, requiring bags of specific types only, while neighboring bags
can only differ by at most one vertex, with no increase on the pathwidth. The extended
version from [13] that utilizes introduce edge bags is used here.
Definition 2.2. A nice path decomposition is a path decomposition where the underlying path of nodes is ordered from left to right (the predecessor of any node is its left
neighbor) and in which each bag is one of the following types:
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• First (leftmost) bag: the bag associated with the leftmost node x is empty, i.e.
Bx = ∅.
• Introduce vertex bag: an internal node x of P with predecessor y such that
Bx = By ∪ {v} for some v ∈
/ By . This bag is said to introduce v.
• Introduce edge (arc) bag: an internal node x of P labeled with an edge {u, v} ∈
E(G) with one predecessor y for which u, v ∈ Bx = By . This bag is said to
introduce {u, v}.
• Forget bag: an internal node x of P with one predecessor y for which Bx = By \{v}
for some v ∈ By . This bag is said to forget v.
• Last (rightmost) bag: the bag associated with the rightmost node x is empty,
i.e. Bx = ∅.
Note that any given path decomposition of pathwidth pw can be transformed into a nice
path decomposition in time n · pwO(1) , without increasing its width.

2.2

The Matching Connectivity matrix

As previously mentioned, Cygan et al. introduced the Matching Connectivity matrix Ht
and used its properties to obtain a variety of significant results in [14]. Due to the
affinity of the concepts discussed in Chapter 3 with matters relating to the Matching
Connectivity matrix and its characteristics, the latter are presented in this section.
Definition 2.3 (Matching Connectivity matrix [14]). For an even integer t ≥ 2, the
Matching Connectivity matrix Ht is a matrix that has rows and columns both labeled
by all perfect matchings on the complete graph Kt on t vertices; an entry Ht [M1 , M2 ] is
1, if M1 ∪ M2 is a Hamiltonian cycle and 0 otherwise.
For t = 2 there is only one perfect matching and one trivial Hamiltonian cycle (for t ≥ 4
no overlapping edges are allowed in a Hamiltonian cycle). For t = 4, there are 3 perfect
matchings and H3 is the complement of the 3 × 3 identity matrix, while the 15 × 15
matrix H6 is shown in Table 2.1. In general, the dimension of Ht is given by:
t!
( 2t )!

·2

t
2

×

t!
( 2t )!

t

· 22

Despite the sizable dimension of Ht , its rank was shown to be 2t/2−1 using a family Xt
of perfect matchings whose corresponding rows (or columns) of Ht form a basis over the
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Nr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

LC

1
2
3

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

0
1
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

0
1
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

0
1
1

1
2
1+2

4
5
6

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

0
1
1

1
1
0

1
1
0

0
1
1

1
0
1

4
5
4+5

7
8
9

0
1
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

0
1
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

1+4
2+4+5
1+2+5

10

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

2+5

11

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1+4+5

12

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1+2+4

13

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1+2+4+5

14

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1+5

15

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

2+4

Table 2.1: The matrix H6 . For U = {0, 1 . . . , 5}, the first matching (first row/column)
equals {{0, 1}, {2, 3}, {4, 5}}. The last column depicts the linear combinations from the
row basis set Xt = {1, 2, 4, 5} (Definition 2.4). Table from [14].

field GF(2). Assuming an ordering on the vertices (considering Ut := {0, 1, . . . , t − 1}),
all matchings in Xt only allow edges with endpoints at a distance at most 3 from each
other, with respect to the ordering. More formally, for a perfect matching M ∈ Π2 (U ),
let αM : U → U be a function that maps each element of U to its partner in M , i.e.
αM (i) = j, if and only if {i, j} ∈ M . Then the set Xt is defined as follows:
Definition 2.4 (Basis set Xt , [14]). Let  denote the empty string, X(2, ) := {{0, 1}}
and X2 := {X(2, )}. Also let t ≥ 4 be an even integer and a be a bit-string of length
t
2

− 2. The perfect matchings X(t, a0) and X(t, a1) of Ut = {0, . . . , t − 1} are defined as

follows:
X(t, a1) := X(t − 2, a) ∪ {{t − 2, t − 1}},
X(t, a0) := (X(t − 2, a)\{{t − 3, a(t − 3)}}) ∪ {{t − 2, a(t − 3)}, {t − 3, t − 1}}.
Using the shorthand X(a) for X(2|a| + 2, a), since the size t of the base set Ut is directly
determined a, let Xt be the set of all perfect matchings X := X(t, a) for any bit-string
a of length

t
2

− 1.
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The intuition behind the rather technical definition above is the following. Consider a
grouping of the vertices as 0|1, 2|3, 4| . . . |t − 3, t − 2|t − 1. The set Xt consists of all
matchings whose edges only connect vertices from adjacent groups (crossing exactly one
vertical line), corresponding to the possible bit-strings on t/2 − 1 bits: the first bit in the
sequence (being 0 or 1) determines the connection of the first vertex (vertex 0) to either
the first vertex of the second group (vertex 1), or the second (vertex 2). The second bit
in the sequence then determines the connection of the other vertex of the second group
(that the first bit did not connect to vertex 0) with either the first or the second vertex
of the third group (vertex 3 or 4). This applies to the whole sequence, with every bit
connecting the vertex that was not connected by the previous bit to one of the vertices
of the next group. Since the last edge will always go to vertex t − 1, only t/2 − 1 bits
are required, fixing the size of Xt equal to 2t/2−1 . In Table 2.1, matchings 1, 2, 4 and 5
comply with the adjacent group restriction and can be seen to be exactly all such choices
for connection, corresponding also to the 4 possible bit-strings on 2 bits.
The following theorem from [14, Corollary 3.5] gives the rank of the Matching Connectivity matrix as being equal to the size of Xt , since the set of rows (or columns) labeled
by matchings in Xt form a basis for Ht . The proof is omitted here.
Theorem 2.5 ([14]). The set Xt is a row basis for the Matching Connectivity matrix
Ht and the rank of Ht over GF(2) is 2t/2−1 for all even integers t ≥ 2.
Since it will be of use in the next chapter, here follows one helpful theorem concerning
the block diagonal form of a matrix and its rank.
Definition 2.6. A block diagonal matrix A is a square and block matrix, with square
matrices A1 , . . . , An as its main diagonal blocks, such that the off-diagonal blocks are
all zero matrices, i.e. it is the direct sum: A = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ An .
Theorem 2.7. The rank of block diagonal matrix A = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ An is equal to
P
the sum of the ranks of its block sub-matrices: rk(A) = ni=1 rk(Ai ).

2.3

Isolation Lemma

The Isolation Lemma [31] is an important result that has proven advantageous in the
design of randomized algorithms as the one presented in Chapter 3, through the employment of random weights (in a particular range) leading to the identification of unique
solutions with non-negligible probability.
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First, for some function ω : U → {1, . . . , N } (where N ∈ Z+ ) assigning weights to
P
members of a universe U in the range {1, . . . , N }, let ω(S) =
e∈S ω(e) for subsets
S ⊆ U . Also, let the probability of some event occurring be denoted by prob[·].
Definition 2.8. A function ω : U → Z isolates a set family F ⊆ 2U if there is a unique
S 0 ∈ F with ω(S 0 ) = minS∈F ω(S).
Lemma 2.9 (Isolation Lemma, [31]). Let F ⊆ 2U be a set family over a universe U
with |F| > 0. For each u ∈ U , choose a weight ω(u) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } uniformly and
independently at random. Then prob[ω isolates F] ≥ 1 − |U |/N .

Chapter 3

Directed Hamiltonicity
This chapter discusses the Directed Hamiltonian Cycle problem and introduces
a new randomized algorithm that solves the problem on a graph G with a given path
3

decomposition of width pw via dynamic programming in (2 + 2 2 )pw (n · pw)O(1) time.
First, a matrix is defined and its rank investigated, a basis for which is subsequently
utilized in the dynamic programming formulation.

3.1

The rank of Directed Hamiltonicity

In this section we investigate the rank of the Directed Matching Connectivity matrix
Dt , the matrix analogous to Ht for the case of directed graphs.
First, we introduce the Bipartite Matching Connectivity matrix Bt that will prove useful
in analyzing the structure of Dt .
Definition 3.1. For an even integer t ≥ 2 the Bipartite Matching Connectivity matrix
Bt is a matrix that has rows and columns both labeled by all perfect matchings on
the complete balanced bipartite graph K t , t on t vertices; an entry Bt [M1 , M2 ] is 1, if
2 2

M1 ∪ M2 is a Hamiltonian cycle and 0 otherwise.
The dimension of Bt is ( 2t )! × ( 2t )! in general. As was the case with Ht , for t = 2 there is
only one perfect bipartite matching and one trivial Hamiltonian cycle, while in all cases
where t ≥ 4 no overlapping edges are allowed for an entry of Bt to be equal to 1. For
t = 4, there are two perfect matchings and B4 is the complement of the 2 × 2 identity
matrix. The 6 × 6 matrix B6 is shown in Table 3.1.
Next, we formally define the Directed Matching Connectivity matrix Dt , followed by the
formal resolution of its rank via Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4.
12
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Nr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
0

Table 3.1: The Bipartite Matching Connectivity matrix B6 .

Definition 3.2. For an even integer t ≥ 2 the Directed Matching Connectivity matrix
Dt is a matrix that has rows and columns both labeled by all perfect matchings on
the complete digraph on t vertices; an entry Dt [M1 , M2 ] is 1, if M1 ∪ M2 is a directed
Hamiltonian cycle and 0 otherwise.
t

Lemma 3.3. For all even integers t ≥ 2, the rank of matrix Bt is 2 2 −1 over GF(2).
Proof. Let K t , t = (V = S ∪ T, A) be the complete balanced bipartite graph on t
2 2

vertices and assume an arbitrary ordering of the vertices: S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s t } and
2

T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t t }. Let π := (s1 , t1 , t2 , s2 , s3 , t3 , t4 , s4 , s5 , . . . ), i.e. π is defined as the
2

complete order on the vertices of both S and T that begins with the first vertex of S,
followed by the first two vertices of T , alternatingly followed by subsequent couples of
vertices from S and T .
Rearranging the vertices of K t , t according to π makes it easy to see that Bt is in fact
2 2

a sub-matrix of Ht , with all matchings from Xt also present in Bt and by Theorem 2.5,
forming a row basis here as well.1 This gives an upper bound on the rank of Bt as being
t

lower or equal to 2 2 −1 , the rank of Ht . Since Bt includes all matchings from Xt , the
corresponding rows/columns of which induce an identity sub-matrix in both Ht and Bt ,
t

the rank of Bt can be no lower than |Xt | = 2 2 −1 . Combining the upper and lower bound
t

exactly determines the rank of Bt as 2 2 −1 .



Theorem 3.4. For all even integers t ≥ 2, the rank of the Directed Matching Connec t
3
tivity matrix Dt is tt · 2 2 −1 < 2 2 t−1 over GF(2).
2

Proof. Consider an arbitrary perfect matching M on the complete digraph on t vertices,
i.e. a choice of t/2 directed arcs, such that each vertex is incident to exactly one of them.
Irregardless of the specific choice of arcs, exactly half of the vertices will have an arc
1

Matrix Bt is in fact made up of those matchings from Ht that do not violate bipartiteness with respect
to π. As an example, matching 1 (first row/column, Table 2.1) from H6 is equivalent to matching 1
from B6 (Table 3.1), matching 2 from H6 is equivalent to matching 6 from B6 and matching 4 from H6
is equivalent to matching 2 from B6 .
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leading into them and the other half will have an arc originating from them, leading to
a characterization of the vertices as sources or sinks and a partition (cut) of the set of
all vertices U into two sets S and T .
For an entry Dt [M1 , M2 ] to be 1, the following should hold: the implied sets of sources
and sinks of M1 and M2 should be inverted (S1 = T2 , S2 = T1 ) and no arcs should overlap
between the two matchings. In all other cases, it is Dt [M1 , M2 ] = 0 by Definition 3.2.
Of the 2t possible partitions of U into two sets S and T , the ones where |S| = |T | = t/2
define balanced bipartite graphs (note that also S ∪ T = U and S ∩ T = ∅). The number
of these partitions is given by:
 
t
t
2

For all even integers t ≥ 2, it is

t

t
2



=

t!
( 2t !)2

< 2t . Retaining only the rows of Dt that are

in agreement with any one of these partitions and the columns that correspond to the
inverse partition (where sources are sinks and vice versa) will result in a matrix that is
an exact copy of Bt , as all perfect matchings are present in both cases and direction is
subsumed by (implied) bipartiteness.
In fact, since all other entries are set to 0, the matrix Dt can be seen to be of the

block-diagonal form (Definition 2.6) with tt copies of Bt as the blocks on the diagonal
2

(by appropriately rearranging its rows/columns). Since, by Lemma 3.3 the rank of Bt is
t

2 2 −1 , an application of Theorem 2.7 gives the claimed rank of Dt .

3.2



Directed Hamiltonian Cycle on path decompositions

In this section, the dynamic programming algorithm for Directed Hamiltonian Cycle is introduced, inspired by the algorithm for the undirected version of the problem
presented in [14].
Within our scope of dynamic programming on path decompositions, a Hamiltonian cycle
H in a directed graph G can be analyzed in the following way: given some arbitrary
ordering a1 , a2 , . . . , am on the set of arcs A, a Hamiltonian cycle H is decomposed for
every i into H1 = {a1 , . . . , ai } ∩ H and H2 = {ai+1 , . . . , am } ∩ H. For some path
decomposition (sequence of bags), partial solutions are sets of directed paths such that
all vertices before the current bag are internal in some path and vertices in the current
bag can be internal, unused, or endpoints of some path.
This implies that the essential information to store for a set of partial solutions H1 are
the degrees (0,1,2) of each vertex with respect to H1 and the pairing in which vertices
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of degree 1 are connected by H1 , for all partitions into endpoints, internal and unused
vertices. Naturally, vertices of degree 2 are required to have one incoming and one
outgoing arc for the formation of a directed path, while vertices of only indegree 1 can
be paired with vertices of only the same outdegree. This pairing is in fact given by some
perfect matching on the set of endpoints (bipartite).
The number of partial solutions allowed by this view does not lead to efficient computation, however, calling for an alternate approach: instead of storing all possible perfect
matchings on the sets of endpoints for all partitions of the vertices into endpoints, internal and unused, only the aggregate connectivity information of all matchings (a “fingerprint”) is stored. Fixing an ordering on the vertices, we only store for each perfect
matching of the corresponding family Xt (rearranged according to the complete order
π) the number of partial solutions that give a single cycle together with this matching
modulo two, since the basis only works over the field GF(2). This allows us to compute
the number of global solutions modulo two, and the existence of a unique Hamiltonian
cycle of minimum weight is then guaranteed by an application of the Isolation Lemma.
In particular, the problem to be solved by dynamic programming on a path decomposition is the following: given a digraph G = (V, A) along with a nice path decomposition
of pathwidth pw and non-negative arc weights ω : A → {1, . . . , ωmax }, the task is to compute for each ω ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , n · ωmax } the parity of the number of directed Hamiltonian
cycles of G with weight exactly ω ∗ . The dynamic programming algorithm applied to
the given path decomposition (viewed as a sequence of bags, ordered from left to right),
for all partitions of the vertices in each bag into endpoints (further partitioned based
on in/outdegree), internal and unused, takes a basis for the perfect matchings on the
endpoints (bipartite) and computes the number of partial solutions that are consistent
with each perfect matching (their union results in a single cycle), storing the parity of
this number for each bag.
First, our dynamic programming algorithm requires one arc incident on a vertex v of
degree at most pw to be “guessed” for a-priori inclusion in the Hamiltonian cycle. The
vertex itself is chosen based on the structure of the given path decomposition, and
“guessing” one of its arcs implies repetition of the algorithm’s procedure with a different
arc chosen each time.2
In a nice path decomposition, the introduce vertex bag that appears further to the right
in the sequence can only introduce a vertex v of degree at most pw, since all neighbors
of v need to appear in the same bag and no other possible neighbors can be introduced
later in the sequence. The remaining bags on the right can then be freely rearranged as
long as no vertex is forgotten before all its arcs have been introduced. Let (u, v) be the
2

Due to the upper bound of pw on the degree of the vertex, the number of repetitions is also bounded.
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selected arc incident on v (not necessarily incoming) and reorder the sequence such that
the last bags are:
1. Introduce arc (u, v) bag, with current vertex set {u, v}
2. Forget vertex u bag
3. Forget vertex v bag
4. Last bag
The algorithm can then skip bags 2,3, and 4. and at bag 1. compute the parity of the
number of partial cycle covers that would form a directed Hamiltonian cycle of weight
ω ∗ (for some choice of such total weight) if arc (u, v) was included as well.
Given an arbitrary ordering of the vertices V = {v1 , . . . , vn } of digraph G = (V, A), let
ω(vi , vj ) denote the weight of any arc (vi , vj ). Dynamic programming is applied to the
given nice path decomposition, operating from left to right, until the introduce arc bag of
the arc chosen at the start is reached, as explained above. For every bag, with vertex set
B, table entries d[B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ] (defined below) are computed for all partitions
of the bag B = B0 ∪B1 ∪B2 , further partitions of the set of endpoints B1 = B1+ ∪B1− into
sources B1+ and sinks B1− (where |B1+ | = |B1− | =

|B1 |
2 ),

all integers ω ∈ {0, . . . , n · ωmax },

and all perfect matchings M from a basis for B1 , according to Definition 2.4 (based on a
standard arbitrarily fixed ordering induced from V ) and rearranged according to order
π to represent perfect bipartite matchings (as in the proof of Lemma 3.3).
Definition 3.5. Table entries d[·] contain the parity of the number of partial cycle
covers C of the graph induced by all vertices that appear in the current and previous
bags and all arcs introduced so far, such that:
a. C ∪ M is a single cycle.
b. The total weight of arcs in C is ω.
c. In C, vertices in B0 have degree 0, vertices in B2 have degree 2 with one incoming
and one outgoing arc, vertices in B1+ have outdegree 1 and indegree 0, and vertices
in B1− have indegree 1 and outdegree 0.
d. Vertices that only appear to the left of the current bag are denoted by Bl and have
degree 2 with one incoming and one outgoing arc.
If C satisfies requirements b., c. and d. above, then C is called a (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω)cycle cover. If all requirements are met and the union of C with M is a single directed
Hamiltonian cycle, then C is called a (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )-cycle cover.
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In the dynamic programming procedure described next, when a new arc is introduced
in the path decomposition, a different representation of the same information regarding
the basis set of perfect matchings for the set of endpoints B1 , based on the difference in
orderings (giving rise to the basis set itself) is required to be efficiently computed. The
following lemma from [14] that enables this change is applied by letting C be the set of
all (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω)-cycle covers and S = B1 . The proof is omitted here as it is
directly obtained via the proof of [14, Lemma 4.1], since the basis set is still Xt , with
the implied rearrangement according to π causing no discrepancies.
Lemma 3.6 ([14]). Let C denote an arbitrary set of partial cycle covers and X denote
a family of basis matchings on some totally ordered set S = {v0 , . . . , vt−1 } of vertices of
even size. Furthermore, for each M ∈ X, let T [M ] denote the number of partial cycle
covers C ∈ C such that M ∪ C is a single cycle. For any X0 with respect to any other
ordering of S, the corresponding values T 0 [M 0 ] for M 0 ∈ X0 can be computed in time
2t/2−1 tO(1) .
The algorithm operates on the sequence of bags of the path decomposition using the
table d0 [·] of the previous bag to compute the table d[·] of the current bag. Let d0uv
and duv denote the corresponding tables after the change of ordering and basis brings
vertices u and v at the end of the total order. The dynamic programming follows.

First bag:

The vertex set B of the first bag is empty and the only entry is trivial:
d[∅, ∅, ∅, 0, ∅] ≡ 0.

Introduce vertex bag: The vertex set of the current bag is B, introducing vertex
v, while that of the previous bag is B\{v}, with any vertices occurring only on the left
being the same for both bags. No arcs incident on v could be used in a partial cycle
cover in the subgraph induced by the vertices of the current and previous bags, which
gives:
d[B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ·, ·] ≡ 0,
for all partitions B = B0 ∪ B1 ∪ B2 , with B1 = B1+ ∪ B1− as described above and
v ∈ B1 ∪ B2 . For partitions where v ∈ B0 , irregardless of the weight ω and basis
matching M , the required number is already computed in the previous bag’s entry:
d[B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ] ≡ d0 [B0 \{v}, B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ].

Forget bag: The vertex set of the current bag is B, “forgetting” vertex v, while that
of the previous bag is B ∪ {v}. Since Bl denotes the set of vertices occurring only
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left of the current bag, Bl \{v} denotes the set of vertices occurring only left of the
previous bag. For any partition B = B0 ∪ B1 ∪ B2 , further partitioning B1 = B1+ ∪ B1− ,
matching M from the basis of B1 (induced by a standard ordering) and weight ω, if C is a
(B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )-cycle cover, then v must have one incoming and one outgoing
arc in C. Furthermore, the number of (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 ∪ {v}, Bl \{v}, ω, M )-cycle covers
C 0 is stored modulo two in the previous bag. These are also (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )cycle covers. In both cases, it is:
d[B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ] ≡ d0 [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 ∪ {v}, ω, M ].

Introduce arc bag:

The vertex set of the current bag is B, introducing arc (u, v),3

where u, v ∈ B. The current and previous bags share the same vertex set B and set Bl of
vertices occurring only to the left, yet partial solutions of the previous bag do not include
the arc (u, v). As mentioned above, the table d0uv [·] is computed from d0 [·], using Lemma
3.6 for the change of basis so that u and v are the last two vertices in the ordering. The
table duv [·] is subsequently computed from d0uv [·] and afterwards transformed to d[·] by
another application of Lemma 3.6.
In particular, for some arbitrary partition B = B0 ∪ B1 ∪ B2 , further partition B1 =
B1+ ∪ B1− , integer weight ω and perfect matching M from a basis for B1 with modified
ordering so that u and v are the last two elements, the table duv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ]
needs to be computed from d0uv [·]. The possible cases are the following:
I. u ∈ B0 or v ∈ B0 : Since no (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω)-cycle cover, or perfect matching
M on B1 can contain the arc (u, v), it is for all basis matchings M :
duv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , ω, M ] ≡ d0uv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ]
II. u ∈ B1+ and v ∈ B1− : If the perfect matching M makes use of the arc (u, v), then
no (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )-cycle cover can do the same, as that would result in
a trivial cycle. The parity of the number of (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )-cycle covers
that avoid the arc (u, v) is already stored in d0uv [·].
If (u, v) ∈
/ M , then (p, u), (v, q) ∈ M , for some vertices p ∈ B1+ and q ∈ B1− . Again,
the parity of the number of (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )-cycle covers that avoid the
arc (u, v) is already stored in d0uv [·], letting us focus on (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )cycle covers that do contain (u, v).
3

This direction from u to v is actually an assumption, since after re-arranging according to π, direction
from u to v or vice-versa depends on the parity of |B21 | , here assumed to be odd. The symmetrical nature
of both cases leads to no loss of generality.
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Let C be such a cycle cover, meaning that the union C ∪ M would contain a cycle
S = (x1 , . . . , xr , p, u, v, q, x1 ). Since our computation of duv needs to come from
some stored values for d0uv , the intuition here is to modify the partial solutions to
remove (u, v) from them, while keeping track of the modifications and mapping
them to previously computed partial solutions for which the table entries are already stored. To that end, let C 0 := C\{(u, v)} and M 0 := (M \{(p, u), (v, q)}) ∪
{(p, q)}, i.e. C 0 has (u, v) missing and M 0 has the group (p, u), (v, q) contracted into
(p, q). One easily verifies that C 0 is a (B0 ∪ {u, v}, B1+ \{u}, B1− \{v}, B2 , Bl , ω −
ω(u, v))-cycle cover and that C 0 ∪ M 0 will contain a cycle S 0 = (x1 , . . . , xr , p, q, x1 ),
with any possible other cycles being the same as in C ∪ M . This implies that
C will be a (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω, M )-cycle cover if and only if C 0 is a (B0 ∪
{u, v}, B1+ \{u}, B1− \{v}, B2 , Bl , ω − ω(u, v), M 0 )-cycle cover.
In the new ordering of B1 , u and v are placed at the end and thus removing
them will keep the ordering of the other vertices intact. Now, the existence of
arcs (p, u), (v, q) ∈ M and the structural restrictions on the basis set for B1 give
two possibilities for the latter part of the ordering of B1 : it either ends with 1)
. . . , p, q, u, v or with 2) . . . , p, r, q, u, v. For some bitstring a, if 1) is the case,
then the ordering for B1 \{u, v} ends with . . . , p, q and M = X(|B1 |, a10), M 0 =
X(|B1 |−2, a0). If 2) is the case, then the ordering for B1 \{u, v} ends with . . . , p, r, q
and M = X(|B1 |, a00), M 0 = X(|B1 | − 2, a0). The perfect matching M 0 is thus in
the basis for B1 \{u, v}, its corresponding bitstring being the same as that for M
with the last bit missing. In addition to the cycle covers that do not use (u, v),
this gives:
duv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ] ≡ d0uv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ]
+ d0uv [B0 ∪ {u, v}, B1+ \{u}, B1− \{v}, B2 , ω − ω(u, v), M 0 ].
III. u ∈ B1+ and v ∈ B2 : In this case it is (u, v) ∈
/ M and (p, u) ∈ M for some p ∈ B1− .
The contribution of d0uv [·] will be used here as well, for all (B0 , B1+ , B1− , Bl , ω, M )cycle covers that do not include (u, v). In case some (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω)-cycle
cover C makes use of the arc (u, v), then the union C ∪ M will contain a cycle
S = (x1 , . . . , xr , p, u, v, x1 ). In a similar manner as for the previous case, let C 0 :=
C\{(u, v)} and M 0 := (M \{(p, u)})∪{(p, v)}, with C 0 being a (B0 ∪{u}, (B1+ \{u})∪
{v}, B1− , B2 \{v}, Bl , ω − ω(u, v))-cycle cover. The union C 0 ∪ M 0 contains a cycle
S 0 = (x1 , . . . , xr , p, v, x1 ), with any other possible cycles being the same as in C ∪M .
Again, C ∪ M will be a single cycle if and only if C 0 ∪ M 0 is a single cycle, leaving
only the requirement that M 0 belongs in the basis for (B1+ \{u}) ∪ {v}.
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Because of the modified ordering placing u and v last, they both come to occupy the
same place at the end of the ordering for B1 and (B1 \{u})∪{v}, respectively. Since
the only difference is swapping vertex u with v, M 0 is in the basis for (B1 \{u})∪{v}
(even corresponding to the same bitstring). This gives in total:
duv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ] ≡ d0uv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ]
+ d0uv [B0 ∪ {u}, (B1+ \{u}) ∪ {v}, B1− , B2 \{v}, ω − ω(u, v), M 0 ].
IV. u ∈ B2 and v ∈ B1− : Due to their symmetry, this case is handled in the same way
as the previous one.
V. u, v ∈ B2 : In this case, some (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω)-cycle cover C may use the arc
(u, v), yet no perfect matching M on B1 can do the same. As before, the parity
of the number of partial cycle covers consistent with M and not including (u, v) is
already stored in d0uv [·].
For (B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , Bl , ω)-cycle covers C that do use (u, v), let C 0 := C\{(u, v)}
and M 0 := M ∪{(u, v)}, with C 0 being a (B0 , B1+ ∪{u}, B1− ∪{v}, B2 \{u, v}, Bl , ω −
ω(u, v))-cycle cover. Here, the arc (u, v) was effectively “moved” into M and so
C ∪ M = C 0 ∪ M 0 , making it clear that C ∪ M would be a single cycle if and only
if C 0 ∪ M 0 is a single cycle.
Once more, M 0 has to be shown to belong in the basis for B1 ∪ {u, v}, based on
the modified ordering: assuming that the ordering of B1 ends with . . . , p, q, r, then
if M = X(|B1 |, a0), it is (p, r) ∈ M , making M 0 = X(|B1 | + 2, a01). Otherwise,
if M = X(|B1 |, a1), it is (q, r) ∈ M , making M 0 = X(|B1 | + 2, a11) (it is only
necessary to append a 1 to the bitstring for M ). It is in total:
duv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ] ≡ d0uv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ]
+ d0uv [B0 , B1+ ∪ {u}, B1− ∪ {v}, B2 \{u, v}, ω − ω(u, v), M ∪ {(u, v)}].
This concludes the possibilities for computation of duv [B0 , B1+ , B1− , B2 , ω, M ]. As mentioned, table d[·] that uses the representation based on the standard ordering is computed
by yet another application of Lemma 3.6, concluding the handling of introduce arc bags
and the dynamic programming description as well.

For every choice of weight 1 ≤ ω ≤ n·wmax the number of possible
+
−
tuples (B0 , B1 , B1 , B2 , M ), with B partitioned into B0 , B1 , B2 , further partitioning of
|B1 |
B1 into B1+ and B1− , and M being one of the 2 2 −1 basis matchings for B1 , is strictly
|B|
3
3
|B| 
smaller than (2 + 2 2 )|B| , by the multinomial theorem and since
· 2 2 −1 < 2 2 |B|−1 .
Time complexity:

Thus, we have the following:

|B|
2
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Lemma 3.7. Given a digraph G along with a path decomposition of width pw, there exists
an algorithm that computes the table entries d[·] that correspond to the last (furthest to
3

the right) introduce arc bag of the path decomposition in (2 + 2 2 )pw wmax (n · pw)O(1) time.
The complete algorithm is stated in terms of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8. Given a digraph G along with a path decomposition of width pw, there
exists a Monte-Carlo algorithm that solves the Directed Hamiltonian Cycle problem
3

in (2 + 2 2 )pw (n · pw)O(1) time. The algorithm does not give false positives and may give
false negatives with probability at most 12 .
Proof. First, for a vertex v introduced in the rightmost introduce vertex bag of the given
path decomposition, an arc (u, v) is “guessed” for inclusion in the solution and the path
is reordered as previously described, by repeating the following at most pw times.4
Then, for every arc a ∈ A, assign a weight ω(a) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2|A|} uniformly and independently at random, and using Lemma 3.7 compute for every weight w ≤ n · wmax ≤ n2|A|
the table entry d[∅, {u}, {v}, ∅, {(u, v)}, w] of the rightmost introduce arc bag. Subsequently, output YES if one of these values is 1 and NO otherwise.
If the answer is positive, there must be a Hamiltonian cycle that contains the arc (u, v),
by the definition of d. If the answer is negative, then supposing the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle, by Lemma 2.9 (Isolation Lemma) ω isolates the family of all Hamiltonian
cycles of G with probability at least 1 −

|A|
2|A|

=

1
2.

This means there exists a unique

Hamiltonian cycle H of minimum weight ω(H), with probability at least 12 . Let the arc
incident on v in H be (u, v).5 As H is the only Hamiltonian cycle of weight ω(H), it
1
2

the

algorithm will output NO, despite the given graph containing a Hamiltonian cycle.



must be d[∅, {u}, {v}, ∅, {(u, v)}, ω(H) − ω(u, v)] = 1, i.e. with probability at most

4

The direction of the chosen arc is not necessarily incoming, yet symmetry allows this assumption
without any loss of generality.
5
Again, without loss of generality.

Chapter 4

Generalizations to Hamiltonian
Cycle
The focus of this chapter is on generalizations to the setting of the previous chapters,
in particular relation to Hamiltonicity. In previous chapters, the structure and rank of
the directed and undirected Matching Connectivity matrices were examined as a middle
step towards efficient dynamic programming algorithms on path decompositions.
The crucial elements of this technique were the basis sets of matchings Xt , to be used in
the computations of the dynamic programming procedure instead of all possible matchings, avoiding redundant computation. Viewing perfect matchings as partitions on a
set of elements U , where every block is constrained to only include two elements, questions naturally arise as to the structure and rank of corresponding matrices that include
partitions that consist of larger blocks of elements.

4.1

Our extended setting

In this chapter we consider partitions of a base set U of t elements, such that every
block consists of k elements. A pair of integers t, k is called valid, if the ratio

t
k

is an

integer ≥ 2. For any valid pair t, k, two partitions M1 and M2 complete each other, if
M1 u M2 = {U }.
In the previous setting where only perfect matchings were considered, each block size
was equal to k = 2 (representing an edge) and the number of elements t was always
an even integer. Furthermore, the notion of completion between two matchings had a
straightforward equivalence: the combination of two matchings M1 , M2 that completed
each other (i.e. M1 u M2 = {U }) was a Hamiltonian cycle.
22
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In our current context, two partitions can be seen to complete each other if, intuitively,
they share no identical blocks and there is a circular and exhaustive sequence of blocks
alternating between the two partitions (without repetition), such that consecutive blocks
in the sequence share some element(s). The following observation can help clarify the
essence of this notion (see also the examples in Section 4.2).
Observation 4.1 (Premise for completion). For all valid t, k, if for any two partitions
M and M 0 it is M u M 0 = {U }, then for any number and choice of blocks bi from M ,
S
S
with ∀i bi = X ⊂ U , there can be no choice of blocks b0j from M 0 , with ∀j b0j = X 0 ⊆ U ,
such that X = X 0 , i.e. for any two partitions that complete each other, the union of
any choice of blocks (but not all) from one partition can not result in the exact same
elements as any choice of blocks from the other partition, and vice-versa.
As an aid to visualizing the above observation, consider the case of k = 2: two perfect
matchings do not result in a Hamiltonian cycle if any partial choice of edges from one
matching results in the exact same set of vertices as any partial choice of edges from the
other matching. This fact about completion directly generalizes for larger values of k.
In previous chapters, possible redundancy in the connectivity capabilities of perfect
matchings was evaluated based on characterizations from linear algebra, namely the
rank (and basis identification) of matrices indexed by all possible perfect matchings on
sets of a given size. In parallel, we now investigate a related notion, termed irreducibility
of a set of partitions, formally defined next.
Definition 4.2 (Irreducibility). For some valid t, k, a set of partitions R = {R, R̄},
|R| = |R̄| =

|R|
2

is irreducible for t, k, if the following conditions hold:

a. For every M ∈ R, there is a unique M̄ ∈ R̄ (the complement of M ), such that
M u M̄ = {U }.
b. For any partition M∗ ∈
/ R (under t, k), there is at least one M ∈ R, such that
M u M∗ = {U }.
The largest such set of partitions R for some valid t, k is called maximum irreducible.
Maximum irreducible sets of partitions are of interest since they retain the property of
capturing the essential (non-duplicate) capability for connection, in the same way our
basis matchings did in previous chapters (being a set of perfect matchings whose size
exactly matches the rank of Ht ).
As an example of these connectivity capabilities, consider a basis set Xt of perfect
matchings: any other possible perfect matching M 0 ∈
/ Xt is guaranteed to be completed
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by at least one perfect matching M ∈ Xt from the basis set and furthermore, each
perfect matching within the basis set only completes one other perfect matching from
inside the basis set.
Any maximum irreducible set of partitions has the same property and additionally, the
fact these partitions form a permutation sub-matrix in the equivalent matrices to Ht for
higher values of k will enable us to show a lower bound on the rank of these matrices in
the following sections (see Corollary 4.8).
Another useful observation concerning maximum irreducible sets is the following.
Observation 4.3. For all valid t, k, if the size of any maximum irreducible set is l,
then any other set of partitions R, with |R| = l, that satisfies only the first condition of
Definition 4.2 is maximum irreducible as well.
Intuitively, the above states that any set of size equal to some maximum irreducible set,
that includes pairs of partitions that only complete each other within the set will include
at least one partition that completes any other partition outside the set. To picture why
this holds, consider the alternative: suppose some partition outside the given set is not
completed by any partition within, then addition of this partition in the set (and some
other completing it) would yield a larger set. This allows for characterization of some
set of partitions as maximum irreducible, based solely on its size and inner organization.

4.2

An irreducible set of partitions

This section describes the construction of an irreducible set Xt,k of partitions for every
choice of t, k. These sets can be seen to generalize the basis sets Xt of perfect matchings
(Definition 2.4). In intuitive terms, the main idea of keeping connectivity restricted to
elements that are relatively close together with respect to some ordering is retained here.
More formally, let the base set be Ut := {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} and Πk (Ut ) denote the set of all
partitions on t elements, where every block is of size k. Also, let St,k denote the set of
all possible blocks in partitions from Πk (Ut ). We define f (M, {u1 , . . . , ul }, {v1 , . . . , vl }) :
Πk (Ut ) × St,k × St,k → Πk (Ut ), with ui , vi ∈ Ut , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ l, to be a function that removes
every ui from the block that includes it in M , and replaces it with vi in the same block.1
The formal definition of Xt,k is the following:
1

In fact, this definition of f (·, ·, ·) allows for partitions whose blocks may contain a multiple of k
elements, instead of exactly k. Definitions and results stated in this section apply for both cases, yet as
by Definition 4.4 our basis partitions only have blocks of size exactly k, this simplification was adopted
here for clarity. See Section 4.3 for more details.
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Definition 4.4. For t = k, let  denote the empty string and Xk (k, ) := {0, 1, . . . , k−1},
while Xk,k := {Xk (k, )}. For

t
k

≥ 2, let α be a bit-string of length

t
k

− 2. Partitions

Xk (t, a0) and Xk (t, a1) on t, k are defined as follows:
Xk (t, a0) := Xk (t − k, a) ∪ {{t − k, t − k + 1, . . . , t − 1}}.
t
If is even:
k
  

 
k
3k
, . . . , t − k − 1}, {t − k, . . . , t −
}
Xk (t, a1) := f Xk (t − k, a), {t −
2
2
 


 
k
3k
, . . . , t − k − 1}, {
+ 1, . . . , t − 1} .
∪ {t −
2
2
t
If is odd:
k
  

 
k
3k
, . . . , t − k − 1}, {t − k, . . . , t −
}
Xk (t, a1) := f Xk (t − k, a), {t −
2
2
 


 
k
3k
, . . . , t − k − 1}, {
+ 1, . . . , t − 1} .
∪ {t −
2
2
Using the shorthand Xk (a) for Xk (k|a| + k, a), since a determines the size t of the base
set Ut , let Xt,k be the set of all partitions X := Xk (t, a) for any bit-string a of length
t
k

− 1.

As with Definition 2.4, the above is a rather too technical definition to provide intuition
on the actual structure of these irreducible sets. Towards that end, we present the
following two pairs of examples, shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
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Bit-string: 0
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9
0
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–
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Bit-string: 1
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0

9
1

10
–

Figure 4.1: Example partitions from X12,3 .

In the examples shown in Figure 4.1, the base set is U12 = {0, . . . , 11} and k = 3, i.e.
we only consider partitions on 12 elements, such that each of their blocks contains 3
elements. The two partitions shown in Figure 4.1 are X3 (010) and X3 (101), on the left
and right side of the figure, respectively. Elements can be seen as divided in successive
groups (delimited by vertical lines in the figure) and each bit of the bit-string as assigned
to every group, with the exception of the last two groups, for which no bit is required.
Furthermore, the color of each element denotes the block it is placed in each partition.
Now, depending on the bit assigned to each group (being 0 or 1), all elements of that
group that are not already included in some block by the partition, are placed in a block
together with either the upper elements of the next group (bit equals 0), or with the
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lower elements of the next group (bit equals 1): consider the partition shown on the left
in Figure 4.1 (X3 (010)). The first bit is 0, so element 0 is included in a block together
with elements 1 and 2. The second bit being 1, the remaining elements of the second
group (3 and 4) are included in a block together with element 6, being the lower element
of the next group. Finally, the last bit being 0, element 5 is included in a block with
the upper elements of the next group (7 and 8), which only allows the last remaining
elements (9,10 and 11) to be included in the same block. Conversely, observe that the
partition shown on the right in Figure 4.1 (X3 (101)), due to its bit-string being the exact
complement of X3 (010), this partition assigns elements in an exactly opposite manner.
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1
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Figure 4.2: Example partitions from X16,4 .

In the examples shown in Figure 4.2, the base set is U16 and k = 4, i.e. we only consider
partitions on 16 elements, such that each of their blocks contains 4 elements. The two
partitions shown in Figure 4.2 are X4 (001) and X4 (111), on the left and right side of the
figure, respectively. As in the previous examples, elements can again be seen as divided
in successive groups (delimited by vertical lines), each bit of the bit-string as assigned to
every group, with the exception of the last two groups, and color again denotes the block
each partition assigns every element in. The same ideas are applied to the construction
of these partitions, as described in the previous example.
The general intuition behind this construction is the following: based on all bit-strings
of length

t
k

− 1, the set Xt,k includes all partitions in which every block has exactly one

vertical line dividing it and on either side of the line, the block includes all elements
that are placed on the upper, or lower part of their group.
When recursively constructing further partitions following the addition of k extra elements to Ut , these elements will always either be blocked together in the new partition,
or (almost) half the elements in the last block of the previous partition will be replaced
by (almost) half the new elements and subsequently blocked together with the rest of
the new elements, depending on whether the new last bit of the bit-string is 0, or 1,
respectively.
The sets Xt,k can be easily seen to generalize the basis sets of perfect matchings Xt ,
extensively used in the previous chapters. The following theorem states that these sets
are in fact irreducible for all valid t, k.
Theorem 4.5. The sets of partitions Xt,k are irreducible for all valid t, k.
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Proof. First, we will show that for all valid t, k and bit-strings a, b of length

t
k

− 1, two

partitions Xk (t, a), Xk (t, b) ∈ Xt,k complete each other, i.e. it is Xk (t, a) u Xk (t, b) =
{Ut }, if and only if it is b = ā, i.e. their generative bit-strings are complementary.
We assume that b 6= ā, meaning there is at least one position i (with 1 ≤ i ≤

t
k

− 1), such

that a[i] = b[i]. We focus on the first such position to occur, meaning that for 1 ≤ j ≤ i,
it is a[j] 6= b[j]. By definition, partitions Xk (t, a) and Xk (t, b) then assign elements in
exactly opposite manners, meaning there are no collections of blocks that only appear
before group i, such that their unions give the same elements in both Xk (t, a), Xk (t, b)
(see Figure 4.2 for an example, with j ≤ 2, i = 3).
Furthermore, since a[i] = b[i], both partitions will block the same elements of group i
(either upper or lower, depending on the value of i) with some elements from the previous
group and the other elements will be included in the next block with some elements from
the next group, in both partitions. But the unions of all blocks from each partition up
to the elements of group i (those selected by the value of i) will then contain exactly
the same elements and so Xk (t, a) u Xk (t, b) 6= {Uk }.2 On the other hand, if a[i] 6= b[i]
for all 1 ≤ i ≤

t
k

− 1, then we have Xk (t, a) u Xk (t, b) = {Ut }, as only the unions of all

blocks from each partition can contain exactly the same elements (see Figure 4.1 for an
example).
Second, we will show that any partition M0 ∈
/ Xt,k is completed by at least two partitions
from our set. It is easily verified that in any such partition, at least 2k elements will
be in some configuration that is not assigned by any partition included in Xt,k . Let
u1 , . . . , u2k be these elements and X0 be the union of any given choice (and number) of
block(s) from M0 .
If ui ∈
/ X0 for every i ∈ [1, 2k], then all given blocks from M0 whose union is X0 can
be seen to have some implicit bit that would produce them in Xt,k . All partitions Mj
from Xt,k that assign complementary bits in the corresponding positions, give unions
Xj 6= X0 and since X0 does not contain all elements, there are at least two disjoint such
partitions in Xt,k .
Otherwise, if X0 contains at least one ui , then it contains at least k of them: without
loss of generality it will be u1 , . . . , uk ∈ X0 (since X0 is a union of blocks and includes
some ui , it must include at least one complete block of them). Again, for any block(s)
included in X0 that could be produced by the definition of Xt,k , the partitions that
assign complementary bits to the corresponding positions always avoid giving the same
elements in unison, while any assignment based on the bit(s) that correspond to the
groups in which these u1 , . . . , uk belong to, will again produce some disjoint union.
2

Alternatively, this can be seen as a “cut” in the result of the u operation on these partitions.
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Finally, if all ui ∈ X0 , then there are at least two disjoint partitions in Xt,k , such that
no union of blocks from each partition can include exactly the same elements as X0 , due
to symmetry with the first case, since ui ∈
/ (Ut \ X0 ) for every i ∈ [1, 2k].

4.3



Further discussion

This section elaborates on our extended setting considering Hamiltonicity between partitions. First, some clarification is required on the form of the partitions we consider.
As previously mentioned, in our extended setting we consider partitions of a base set Ut
of t elements, such that every block is of size exactly k. In this setting, we introduced an
extension of the basis matchings Xt used in previous chapters, namely the irreducible set
t

of partitions Xt,k . For all valid t, k, the size of set Xt,k is 2 k −1 . Despite these sets only
including partitions whose blocks are of size exactly k, their irreducibility can be seen
to hold for a broader setting, in which we also consider partitions that group elements
in larger blocks, as long as the size of every block is a multiple of k.
In fact, definitions and results stated in the previous sections already take this extended
setting in consideration, yet their presentation was focused on the simplification that
every block was of size exactly k, towards a more clear exposition. The analysis of
the previous sections (Theorem 4.5 in particular) is still valid under this more general
setup, allowing wider-ranging statements to be made. For instance, from Theorem 4.5
we know that all sets constructed according to Definition 4.4 are irreducible for any
choice of valid t, k, yet as there also exist other potentially advantageous irreducible sets
of partitions with blocks of size exactly k, there might also exist some useful irreducible
sets of partitions with larger blocks.
One constraint on the organization of any maximum irreducible set, however, is exposed
by the following observation. For all valid t, k, let the trivial partition be the one that
groups all elements of U into a single block.
Observation 4.6. For all valid t, k, no maximum irreducible set contains the trivial
partition.
Intuitively, any trivial partition consisting of just one block does not offer enough connectivity potential to be included in some maximum irreducible set, the purpose of which
is precisely to capture the essential connectivity capabilities of all possible partitions.
The significance of maximum irreducible sets and their characteristics is underlined by
the following statements, that place our discussion in a specific context. We consider
the Partition Connectivity matrix Ct,k , an extension of matrix Ht for higher values of k.
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Definition 4.7. For all valid t, k, let the Partition Connectivity matrix Ct,k be the matrix
that has rows and columns both labeled by all possible partitions of t elements, such
that in every partition the size of any block is a multiple of k and an entry Ct,k [M1 , M2 ]
is 1, if M1 u M2 = {Ut } and 0 otherwise.
From Theorem 4.5, we immediately get the following lower bound on the rank of Ct,k , as
the sub-matrix induced by all rows and columns of all partitions in Xt,k is a permutation
t

t

matrix of size 2 k −1 × 2 k −1 .
t

Corollary 4.8. For all valid t, k the rank of matrix Ct,k is at least 2 k −1 , over GF(2).
Despite convincing hints providing strong indication towards it and some effort to provide a matching upper bound on the rank of Ct,k , we were unable to prove the following:
Conjecture 4.9. The sets of partitions Xt,k are maximum irreducible for all valid t, k.
The above would imply there is no other possible set that defines a permutation submatrix within Ct,k , a statement supported by the apparent structure of Ct,k . Since for
k = 2, the setting conforms to the one studied in [14] (and previous chapters), where
t

maximum irreducible sets Xt were shown to be of size 2 2 −1 , and due to other intermediate observations implying there is no implicit difference between settings defined by
each particular choice of k, the validity of the above conjecture seems overt, yet rigorous
proof remains elusive.
On the other hand, even if the size of any permutation sub-matrix within Ct,k is indeed
t

t

bounded above by 2 2 −1 ×2 2 −1 , this would not be as strong a statement as the following:
t

Conjecture 4.10. For all valid t, k the rank of matrix Ct,k is exactly 2 k −1 over GF(2).
If shown to hold, the above statement would provide a special case of Bollobás’ wellknown “Two Families” theorem (see [24, Theorem 8.7]). Due to the importance of
this result in extremal set theory, the above conjecture could have a number of useful
repercussions, yet the probable non-triviality of a potential proof needs be emphasized.

Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this thesis, we discussed a recent approach to solving the Hamiltonian Cycle problem on path decompositions and some of its subsequent consequences. This approach
makes use of structural characterizations obtained from insights on connectivity potential offered by perfect matchings, via a viewpoint influenced by linear algebra.
After a brief outline of this novel perspective, we presented similar results for the directed version of the problem, i.e. we showed that a set of matchings Xt forms a basis
of the Directed Matching Connectivity matrix Dt , capturing the essential capability for
Hamiltonicity. We showed explicit construction and application of this set and subsequently obtained a Monte Carlo algorithm that solves the decision version of Directed
3

Hamiltonian Cycle on a given path decomposition of width pw in (2+2 2 )pw (n·pw)O(1)
time via dynamic programming.
Moreover, we considered a generalized setting in which we investigated Hamiltonicity
among partitions of elements, instead of only unions of perfect matchings. After extending our framework by introducing expanded definitions of the useful concepts, we
were able to show how to construct sets of partitions Xt,k that retain the property of
encapsulating non-redundant connectivity capability, while also providing a lower bound
on the rank of the generalized Partition Connectivity matrix Ct,k .
This investigation leads to a number of interesting open problems, such as finding formal proofs for Conjecture 4.9 that concerns an upper bound on the rank of Dt,k , and
Conjecture 4.10 that aims to determine it precisely, while also representing a special
case of the well-known Bollobás’ theorem.
Finally, other intriguing directions for future research would be to explore the range of
problems to which this rank-based approach could be beneficially applied, or examine
whether our own results could be easily derandomized and improved.
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